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ABSTRACT


This study is to investigate whether there is a correlation between: (1) habit in watching English movies and listening skill; (2) vocabulary mastery and listening skill; (3) habit in watching English movies and vocabulary mastery toward listening skill.

This correlational study used 35 students of the second semester students of English Education Department of Teacher Training and Education Faculty of Sebelas Maret University in the academic year 2012/2013 chosen based on one step cluster random sampling. Questionnaire was used to collect the data of habit in watching English movies while tests were used to collect the data of vocabulary mastery and listening skill. Simple Correlation and Multiple Regression Correlation were used to analyze the data. The results show that there is a positive correlation between habit in watching English movies, vocabulary mastery, and listening skill, both partially and simultaneously. It means that the improvement of the students’ habit in watching English movies and their vocabulary mastery will likely be followed by the improvement of their listening skill.
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MOTTO

“If one can, I will also be”
(The Writer)

“What’s Mickey without Minnie, what’s Piglet without Pooh, what’s Donald
without Daisy, that’s me without my teachers 😊”
(The writer)

“The problem is not a problem; the problem is your attitude about the problem.”
(Jack Sparrow)

“Sometimes failures lead to better things.”
(Monster University)

“Once you’re grown up, you can’t come back.”
(Peter Pan)

"Try a little something new. Try a little something different. Try a little something
no one else has done."
(Tiger)

"It does not do to dwell on dreams and forget to live."
(Harry Potter)

"Why are you trying so hard to fit in when you were born to stand out?"
(What a Girl Wants)
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